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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a new technique to study associated graded modules. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with
depth A ≥ 2. Our techniques give a necessary and sufficient condition for depth Gmn (A) ≥ 2 for all n  0. Other applications
are also included; most notable is an upper bound regarding the Ratliff–Rush filtration.
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0. Introduction
Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d with residue field k = A/m. Let M be a finitely generated
A-module of dimension r and let I be an ideal of definition for M i.e., λ(M/I M) is finite (here λ(−) denotes length).
The Hilbert function of M with respect to I is H I (M, n) = λ(I nM/I n+1M) for n ≥ 0.
When M = A is Cohen–Macaulay, a fruitful area of research has been to study the interplay between Hilbert
functions and properties of the blowup algebras of A with respect to I , namely, the Rees ring R(I ) = ⊕n≥0 I n tn ,
the extended Rees ring R(I )∗ = ⊕n∈Z I n tn (here I n = A for n < 0) and the associated graded ring G I (A) =⊕
n≥0 I n/I n+1. See the texts [26, Section 6] and [27, Chapter 5] for nice surveys on this subject. Graded local
cohomology has played an important role in this subject. For various applications see [4, 4.4.3], [24,17,2,14,13]. In
this paper we introduce a new technique to study some questions in this area.
0.1. Technique
We study L I (M) = ⊕n≥0 M/I n+1M ; a not finitely generated R(I )-module. Set M = m ⊕ R(I )+. It has the
following properties.
1. For 0 ≤ i ≤ depth M − 1 the local cohomology modules H iM (L I (M)) are ∗-Artinian (see 1.9 for definition of
∗-Artinian). Furthermore for each i = 0, . . . , depth M−1, λ(H iM (L I (M))n) is finite for all n ∈ Z and it coincides
with a polynomial for all n  0.
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2. L I (M)(−1) behaves well with respect to the Veronese functor. Clearly
L I (M)(−1)〈l〉 = L I l (M)(−1) for each l ≥ 1.
3. Let depth M > 0 and let x be M-superficial with respect to I . Set N = M/xM and u = xt ∈ R(I ). Then
L I (M)/uL I (M) = L I (N ).
Applications
Before we state the applications we need some notation:
Let G I (M) = ⊕n≥0 I nM/I n+1M be the associated graded module of M with respect to I , considered as a
G I (A) module. The ring G I (A) has a unique graded maximal idealMG = m/I ⊕n≥1 I n/I n+1. Set depth G I (M) =
grade (MG ,G I (M)).
I. In [6, 2.2] Elias proves that depth G I n (A) is constant for n  0 (here I need not be m-primary). We call
this number ξI (A). It’s easy to see that I has a regular element if and only if ξI (A) ≥ 1. However there is no general
criterion for ξI (A) ≥ 2. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for ξm(A) ≥ 2. If depth Gmn (A) ≥ 2
for some n then clearly depth A ≥ 2. However there are Cohen–Macaulay local rings A of dimension two with
ξm(A) = 1 (see 7.13).
Theorem 9.3. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with depth ≥ 2 and residue field k. Let Gm(A) = R/q, where
R = k[X1, . . . , Xs]. Then
Exts−1R (Gm(A), R)−(s−1) = 0 if and only if depth Gmn (A) ≥ 2 for all n  0.
If s is not too big then this criterion can be checked with a computer algebra program. Notice we do not make any
assumptions on the residue field.
II. We extend Elias’s result to modules in a special case when λ(M/I M) is finite i.e., we prove depth G I n (M) is
constant for all n  0 (see 7.5). We call this number ξI (M). Our techniques yield a theoretic way to check ξI (M).
We use it to construct examples of Cohen–Macaulay local ring Ar of dimension d = r + s, where r ≥ 1, s ≥ 1,
I an m-primary ideal with ξI (Ar ) = r (see Example 7.12). Theorem 9.3 follows from a more general criterion (see
Proposition 9.2) to ensure ξI (M) ≥ 2 for all n  0. Unfortunately this criterion is not verifiable with a computer.
Our method to show ξI (M) is a constant also indicates a method to attack a different problem. If (A,m) is
Noetherian local and if K is an ideal in A then the fiber cone of K is the graded ring F(K ) = ⊕n≥0 K n/mK n .
In Theorem 3.5 we show depth F(K n) is constant for all n  0.
III. If G I s (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for some s ≥ 1 then G I sm (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for all m ≥ 1. So we get
ξI (M) = r , i.e., G I n (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for all n  0. In Proposition 7.8 we show
If G I n (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for some n ≥ 1 then G I (M) is generalized Cohen–Macaulay i.e., H i (G I (M)),
the i th local cohomology modules of G I (M) with respect to the ∗-maximal ideal G I (A), has finite length for
i = 0, . . . , r − 1.
When (A,m) is Cohen–Macaulay and I is a normalm-primary ideal then Huneke and Huckaba [10, Corollary 3.8]
show ξI (A) ≥ 2. Our techniques yield a simpler proof of this fact. In Theorem 7.3 we show depth G I n (A) ≥ 2 for all
n ≥ reg (G I (A)).
IV. The motivation to consider L I (M) was to understand certain aspects of Ratliff–Rush filtrations (see [21,8]).
Set
I˜ M =
⋃
j≥0
(I j+1M : M I j ).
If grade (I,M) > 0 one can easily show I˜ nM = I nM for all n  0. It is of some interest to find an upper bound for
ρ I (M) := min{n | I˜ iM = I iM for all i ≥ n}.
In the case I = m this has applications to certain questions in homological dimensions of M/mnM and mnM (see [1,
16]). In Theorem 5.1 we prove
ρ I (M) ≤ max{0, a1 (G I (M))+ 1} if grade (I,M) > 0.
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Assume depth M ≥ 2 and x is M-superficial with respect to I . Set N = M/xM . Let “ ” denote modulo xM . Clearly
I˜ sM ⊆ I˜ sN for each s ≥ 1. We have the following natural exact sequence:
0 −→ (I
n+1M : M x)
I nM
−→ I˜
nM
I nM
αxn−1−−→ I˜
n+1M
I n+1M
ρn−→ I˜
n+1N
I n+1N
.
Here αxn−1(p + I nM) = xp + I n+1M and ρn is the natural map. Another motivation for me was to extend the above
exact sequence. This is done in 6.3.
V. Our techniques enable us to generalize some previously known results; our proofs are simpler too! In 5.3 we
extend to modules a result of Huckaba and Marley [11, 3.10] relating depths of R(I ) and G(I ). In 5.7 we generalize
to modules a result due to Marley [11, 2.1] regarding local cohomology modules of G I (A). Our generalization (see
5.6) is different from that of Hoa [9, 5.2].
Here is an overview of the contents of the paper. In Section 2 we discuss a few preliminaries. In Section 2 we
recall the definition of Ratliff–Rush filtration for modules and discuss a few of its properties. We also discuss the
behavior of Ratliff–Rush filtration modulo a superficial element. In Section 3 we discuss local cohomology of graded
modules over standard algebras over a local ring R0, particularly when R0 is Artinian. We also prove that if K is
an ideal in a Noetherian local ring then depth F(K n) is constant for all n  0. In Section 4 we introduce L I (M)
and prove H i (L I (M)) is ∗-Artinian for i = 0, . . . , depth M − 1. We also compute H0(L I (M)). In Section 5 we
prove the asserted upper bound on ρ I (M). The results stated in V. are also proved in this section. In Section 6
we investigate the cohomological consequences of 0.1.3. We also prove 0.1.1. In Section 7 we investigate the
cohomological consequences of 0.1.2. We prove all the results stated in II. and III. As an application, we prove a
curious result regarding Ratliff–Rush filtration for ideals, see 7.10, 7.11. In Section 8 we make a critical observation
which is used later in Section 9 and in part II of our paper. In Section 9 we give a necessary and sufficient criterion
for depth Gmn (A) ≥ 2 for all n  0.
1. Notation and preliminaries
In this section we introduce some notation and discuss a few preliminaries which will be used in this paper. In this
paper all rings are commutative Noetherian and all modules (unless stated otherwise) are assumed finitely generated.
We use terminology from [4].
1.1
Let (A,m) be a local ring of dimension d with residue field k = A/m. Let M be an A-module. Let I be an ideal in
A (not necessarily an ideal of definition for M). If p ∈ M is non-zero and j is the largest integer such that p ∈ I jM ,
then we let p∗ denote the image of p in I jM/I j+1M .
Remark 1.2. Let x1, . . . , xs be a sequence in I and set J = (x1, . . . , xs). Set B = A/J , K = I/J and N = M/JM .
Notice
G I (N ) = GK (N ) and depth G I (A)G I (N ) = depth GK (B)GK (N ).
1.3
For definition and basic properties of superficial sequences see [20, p. 86–87].
1.4. Base change
Let φ : (A,m)→ (A′,m′) be a local ring homomorphism. Assume either A′ is a quotient of A or A′ is a faithfully
flat A algebra with mA′ = m′. Set I ′ = I A′ and if N is an A-module set N ′ = N ⊗ A′. In these cases it can be seen
that
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(1) λA(N ) = λA′(N ′).
(2) H I (M, n) = H I ′(M ′, n) for all n ≥ 0.
(3) dimM = dimM ′ and grade (K ,M) = grade (K A′,M ′) for any ideal K of A.
(4) depth G I (M) = depth G I ′(M ′).
The specific base changes we do are the following:
(i) If I is an ideal of definition of M and I is not m-primary then we set A′ = A/ann(M). Then I ′ =
(I + ann(M))/ann(M) is m′-primary. Furthermore M ′ = M as A-modules.
(ii) A′ = A[X1, . . . , Xn]S where S = A[X1, . . . , Xn] \ mA[X1, . . . , Xn]. The maximal ideal of A′ is n = mA′.
The residue field of A′ is l = k(X1, . . . , Xn). Notice that if I is integrally closed then I ′ is also integrally closed.
(a) If the residue field is finite we make this base change with n = 1 just to ensure existence of superficial elements.
(b) When dim A ≥ 2 and I is integrally closed then Itoh [15, Lemma 11] shows that in A′ (for n = 1 in (ii)) there
exists a superficial element y ∈ I ′ such that the A′/(y) ideal I ′/(y) is integrally closed ideal.
(c) When dim A ≥ 2 and I is normal, Itoh [14, Theorem 1] shows that in A′ (for n = µ(I ) in (ii)) there exists a
superficial element y ∈ I ′ such that the A′/(y) ideal J = I ′/(y) is asymptotically normal i.e., J n is integrally closed
for all n  0.
1.5
Let (R0,m0) be a local ring. We say R =⊕i≥0 Ri is a standard graded R0-algebra if R is generated over R0 by
finitely many elements of degree 1. Set R+ =⊕i≥1 Ri andMR = m0 ⊕ R+. Notice that, till the end of this section,
R denotes a standard algebra over a local ring R0.
1.6. Pertinent examples
Let A be local and let I be an ideal. The Rees ring R(I ) = A[I t] is a standard graded A-algebra. The associated
graded ring is a standard graded A/I -algebra. Also F(I ) = ⊕n≥0 I n/mI n , the fiber cone of A with respect to I , is
the standard graded k-algebra.
1.7
As a reference for local cohomology we use [3]. Let L be a (not necessarily finitely generated) graded R-module.
Define end(L) = sup{n ∈ Z | Ln 6= 0}. If a is a homogeneous ideal in R then we set H ia(L) to be the i th local
cohomology module of L with respect to a.
1.8
If E is a finitely generated R-module then for each i ≥ 0 we have H iR+(E)n = 0 for all n  0 (cf. [3, 15.1.5]). Set
ai (E) = end
(
H iR+(E)
)
,
reg E = max{ai (E)+ i | 0 ≤ i ≤ dim E}.
The number reg E is called the (Castelnuovo–Mumford) regularity of E .
1.9
A graded R module L is said to be ∗-Artinian if every descending chain of graded submodules of L terminates. If
M is a finitely generated R-module then H iM (M) is ∗-Artinian for each i ≥ 0 [4, 3.6.19].
The following Lemma regarding ∗-Artinian modules is well-known.
Lemma 1.10. Let R =⊕i≥0 Ri be a graded ring. Let L be a graded ∗-Artinian R-module. Then
1. Ln = 0 for all n  0.
2. If ψ : L(−1)→ L is a monomorphism then L = 0.
3. If φ : L → L(−1) is a monomorphism then L = 0. 
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2. Ratliff–Rush filtration for modules and superficial sequences
Ratliff–Rush filtration does not behave well with respect to superficial elements; see [22, Section 2]. We construct
two exact sequences which arise naturally in this context. As an application we give another proof of Sally descent.
We also collect some basic facts regarding Ratliff–Rush filtrations of a module which is used later.
Definition 2.1 ([8, Sect. 6]). Consider the following chain of submodules of M :
I M ⊆ (I 2M : M I ) ⊆ (I 3M : M I 2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ (I n+1M : M I n) ⊆ · · · .
As M is Noetherian this chain stabilizes. The stable value is denoted as I˜ M and is called the Ratliff–Rush submodule
of M with respect to I . The filtration { I˜ nM}n≥1 is called the Ratliff–Rush filtration of M with respect to I .
For the next theorem the proof in [21] in the case of rings extends to modules. Also see [19, 2.2].
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a ring, M an A-module and I an ideal of A. If x is M-superficial with respect to I and
grade (I,M) > 0 then the following holds
1. I˜ nM = I nM for all n  0.
2. ( I˜ n+1M : M x) = I˜ nM for all n ≥ 1. 
Ratliff–Rush filtration and base change
Observation 2.3. Let B = A/q for some ideal q and let N be a finite B-module. If K = (I + q)/q is an ideal in B,
with I an ideal in A, then K˜ N = I˜ N . In particular K˜ jN = I˜ jN for each j ≥ 1.
2.4
Ratliff–Rush filtration and flat base change has been considered in [19, 2.2(i)].
Let (A,m)→ (B, n) be a flat homomorphism of local rings. Let M be an A-module and let I be an ideal in A. Set
M ′ = M ⊗A B and let J = I B. We then have:
I˜ nM ⊗A B = J˜ nM for all n ≥ 1.
2.5
If grade (I,M) > 0 then I˜ nM = I nM for all n  0. This motivates the following definition:
ρ I (M) := min{n | I˜ iM = I iM for all i ≥ n}.
We call ρ I (M) the Ratliff–Rush number of M with respect to I .
2.6
Let x be M-superficial with respect to I . We consider the homomorphism:
αxn−1 :
I˜ nM
I nM
−→ I˜
n+1M
I n+1M
defined by αxn−1(u + I nM) = xu + I n+1M.
This yields the exact sequence:
0 −→ (I
n+1M : M x)
I nM
−→ I˜
nM
I nM
αxn−1−−→ I˜
n+1M
I n+1M
. (1)
As x is M-superficial with respect to I , we get (I n+1M : M x) = I nM for all n  0. Set
ρ I (x,M) = min{i | (I n+1M : M x) = I nM for all n ≥ i}.
An application of (1) is the following
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Corollary 2.7 (With the hypotheses as above). ρ I (x,M) = ρ I (M). Thus ρ I (x,M) is independent of superficial
elements.
Proof. Notice
(I n+1M : M x) =
{
I nM; for n ≥ ρ I (M)
I˜ nM
(6= I nM) ; for n = ρ I (M)− 1. 
Remark 2.8. If depth G I (M) > 0 and x is M-superficial with respect to I then I n+1M : M x = I nM for each n ≥ 1
(see [20, Corollary 10]). So ρ I (M) = 0. Conversely if ρ I (M) = 0 i.e., I˜ nM = I nM for all n ≥ 1, then we get
(I n+1M : M x) = I nM for all n ≥ 0. So x∗ is G I (M)-regular.
Remark 2.9. Let M be an A-module with grade (I,M) ≥ 2. Let x be an M-superficial element with respect to I
and set N = M/xM . Let “ ” denote modulo xM . Clearly I˜ nM ⊆ I˜ nN for all n ≥ 0. We have the following exact
sequence
0 −→ (I
n+1M : M x)
I nM
−→ I˜
nM
I nM
αxn−1−−→ I˜
n+1M
I n+1M
ρn−→ I˜
n+1N
I n+1N
. (2)
Here ρn is the natural quotient map (defined since I˜ nM ⊆ I˜ nN for all n ≥ 0).
In particular ρ0 : I˜ MI M −→
I˜ N
I N
is injective. (3)
Another motivation for this paper was to determine whether (2) is part of a longer exact sequence. A surprising
application of (2) and (3) is the following proof of Sally descent. For M = A see [23, 2.3], [12, 2.2]. The general case
was proved by the author [20, 8.(2)].
Theorem 2.10. Let (A,m) be a local ring, M be an A-module with depth M ≥ r + 1 and I be an ideal of definition
for M. Let x1, . . . , xr be an M superficial sequence with respect to I . Set N = M/(x1, . . . , xr )M. If depth G(N ) ≥ 1
then depth G(M) ≥ r + 1.
Proof. In view of [20, Theorem 8(1)] it suffices to consider the case when r = 1. Let x be M-superficial with respect
to I . If depth G(N ) > 0 then by Remark 2.8 we get I˜ nN = I nN for all n ≥ 1. So by (3) we get I˜ M = I M . Using
(2) recursively we get I˜ nM = I nM for all n ≥ 1 and (I n+1M : M x) = I nM for all n ≥ 1. By Remark 2.8 we have
x∗ is G I (M) regular and by [20,7] we have G I (M)/x∗G I (M) ∼= G I (N ). It follows that depth G I (M) ≥ 2. 
3. Polynomial growth of graded local cohomology
In this section we prove that depth of the fiber cone F(I n) is constant for all n  0. However in most of this
section we discuss local cohomology of graded modules over standard graded algebras over a local ring. The specific
point of interest is to use local cohomology to study asymptotic depth of Veronese submodules of a graded module.
The next lemma is known but not so well-known.
Lemma 3.1. Let (R0,m0) be an Artinian local ring and let R = ⊕n≥0 Rn be a standard graded R0-algebra.
Let L = ⊕n∈Z Ln be a ∗-Artinian R-module. Then λ(Ln) is finite for all n ∈ Z and there exists a polynomial
pL(t) ∈ Q[t] with pL(n) = λ(Ln) for all n  0.
Proof. This lemma follows from graded Matlis duality cf., [4, Section 3.6]. For definition of ∗Hom(−,−) see [4,
p. 33] and for ∗-complete see [4, p. 142]. Notice R is ∗-complete. Set k = R0/m0 and E = ER0(k) the injective hull
of k as an R0-module. Set
L∨ = ∗HomR0(L , E), notice (L∨)n = HomR0(L−n, E).
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L∨ is a R-module and it is the Matlis dual of L . Since L is ∗-Artinian, L∨ is a finitely generated graded R-module.
Thus λ((L∨)n) is finite for all n. Notice λ(Ln) = λ((L∨)−n) for all n ∈ Z. Let q(t) be the Hilbert polynomial of L∨.
Set pL(t) = q(−t). Then for n  0
pL(n) = q(−n) = λ
(
(L∨)−n
) = λ(Ln). 
Remark 3.2 (With the notation as in Lemma 3.1). In particular if M is finitely generated R-module then all H iM(M)
are ∗-Artinian and so by the lemma above we get λ(H iM(M))n is polynomial for all n  0. For more details
see [3, 17.1.9].
3.3
Let l be a positive integer. Let R〈l〉 =⊕n≥0 Rnl be the lth Veronese subring of R. If E is a graded R-module and l
is a positive integer then the lth Veronese submodule of E is E 〈l〉 :=⊕n∈Z Enl . Clearly E 〈l〉 is a graded R〈l〉 module.
Notice R〈l〉 is also a standard graded R0-algebra andM〈l〉 is the unique graded maximal ideal of R〈l〉. The Veronese
functor commutes with local cohomology cf. [13, Proposition 2.5]; i.e. if a is a homogeneous ideal in R then
H i
a〈l〉
(
E 〈l〉
)
=
(
H ia(E)
)〈l〉
for all i ≥ 0. (4)
Next we investigate asymptotic depth of Veronese submodules.
Theorem 3.4. Let (R0,m0) be an Artin local ring and let R =⊕n≥0 Rn be a finitely generated standard R0-algebra.
Let M be a finitely generated graded R-module. Then
depth R〈l〉M
〈l〉 is constant for all l  0.
Proof. LetM be the ∗-maximal ideal of R. Notice thatM〈l〉 is the ∗-maximal ideal of R〈l〉. Set
ξ(M) = min{i | H i (M)0 6= 0 or λ
(
H i (M)
)
= ∞} and
amp(M) = max{|n| | H i (M)n 6= 0 for i = 0, . . . , ξ(M)− 1} ∪ {0}.
If λ(H i (M)) <∞ then H i (M)n 6= 0 for all but finitely many n. Thus amp(M) is a finite number.
We claim that depth M 〈l〉 = ξ(M) for all l > amp(M). Fix l > amp(M). Notice for i = 0, . . . , ξ(M)− 1 we have
H i
M〈l〉
(
M 〈l〉
)
= H i (M)〈l〉 = 0.
So we have depth M 〈l〉 ≥ ξ(M).
Comment. Notice that up to now our arguments will work over any non-negatively graded not necessarily standard
algebra over any local ring. Our final assertion however only works over standard algebras over Artin local rings.
Suppose if possible depth M 〈l〉 > ξ(M) for some l. Set s = ξ(M). We have
H s(M)nl = H s
(
M 〈l〉
)
n
= 0 for all n ∈ Z. (*)
So H s(M)0 = 0. Since λ(H s(M)n) is polynomial for all n  0, see 3.2, we have H s(M)n = 0 for all n  0. Also
by 1.9 we have H s(M)n = 0 for all n  0. Thus λ(H s(M)) is finite. So we get s = ξ(M) ≥ s + 1, a contradiction.
Thus depth M 〈l〉 = ξ(M) for all l ≥ amp(M). 
An immediate application is to asymptotic depth of fiber cones. We have:
Theorem 3.5. Let (A,m) be a local ring and let K be an ideal in A. Then depth F(K n) is constant for all n  0.
Proof. Observe that F(K n) = F(K )<n>. We get the result by Theorem 3.4. 
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4. L I (M)
In this section we introduce the focal point of our investigation; L I (M) = ⊕n≥0 M/I n+1M . We show that it
is a module over the Rees algebra R(I ). Set M = m ⊕ R(I )+. We prove that H iM(L I (M)) is ∗-Artinian for
0 ≤ i ≤ depth M − 1. We also compute H0Q(L I (M)) where Q = M or = R(I )+. In this section the ideal I is
not necessarily an ideal of definition for M .
4.1
Set R(I,M) = ⊕n≥0 I nM the Rees module of M with respect to I . Clearly R(I,M) is a finitely generated
R(I )-module.
Definition 4.2. Set L I (M) = ⊕n≥0 M/I n+1M . The A-module L I (M) can be given an R(I )-module structure as
follows. The Rees ring R(I ) is a subring of A[t] and so A[t] is an R(I )-module. Therefore M[t] = M ⊗A A[t] is an
R(I )-module. The exact sequence
0 −→ R(I,M) −→ M[t] −→ L I (M)(−1) −→ 0
defines an R(I )-module structure on L I (M)(−1) and so on L I (M).
Remark 4.3. If x1, . . . , xl ∈ m is an M-sequence then considering x1, . . . , xl in R0, it becomes an M[t] sequence.
So ExtiR(I )(R(I )/M
s,M[t]) = 0 for all s ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. Therefore H iM (M[t]) = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1.
Proposition 4.4. Let (A,m) be local, I an ideal in A and let M be an A-module. Set l = depth M, E = L I (M)(−1)
andM =MR(I ). Then
(a) H iM (E) = H i+1M (R(I,M)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 2.
(b) H l−1M (E) is isomorphic to a submodule of H
l
M (R(I,M)).
In particular H iM(L
I (M)) is ∗-Artinian for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1.
Proof. When l = 0 we have nothing to prove. So assume l = depth M ≥ 1. Using Remark 4.3 we get H iM(M[t]) = 0
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. Using the exact sequence 0 → R(I,M)→ M[t] → E → 0 and the corresponding long exact
sequence for local cohomology we get (a) and (b).
Since H iM (R(I,M)) is ∗-Artinian for all i ≥ 0 we get H iM (E) is ∗-Artinian for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. So H iM (L I (M))
is ∗-Artinian for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. 
4.5
Let I = (x1, . . . , xm). Set S = A[X1, . . . , Xm]. We have a surjective homogeneous homomorphism of A-algebras,
namely φ : S → R(I ) where φ(X i ) = xi t . We also have the natural map ψ : R(I )→ G I (A). Set G = G I (A) and
R = R(I ). Note that
φ(MS) =MR, ψ(MR) =MG and ψ ◦ φ(MS) =MG .
By graded independence theorem cf. [3, 13.1.6] it does not matter which ring we use to compute local cohomology.
4.6. Local cohomology and base change
Let φ : (A,m)→ (A′,m′) be the local ring homomorphism as discussed in 1.4 i.e., either (i) A′ is a quotient of A
or (ii) a flat A-algebra with m′ = mA′. We use notation as in 4.5. Set S′ = A′[X1, . . . , Xm]. Notice S′ = S⊗A A′ and
L I (M)⊗S S′ = L I (M)⊗A A′ = L I ′(M ′)
G I (M)⊗S S′ = G I (M)⊗A A′ = G I ′(M ′).
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In case (i) by graded independence theorem cf. [3, 13.1.6] it does not matter whether we compute local cohomology
with respect to S or S′. In case (ii) by graded flat base theorem it follows that for all i ≥ 0 we have
H i (L I
′
(M)) = H i (L I (M))⊗S S′ = H i (L I (M))⊗A A′
H i (G I ′(M)) = H i (G I (M))⊗S S′ = H i (G I (M))⊗A A′.
We compute the zeroth local cohomology of L I (M) with respect to M = MR(I ) and R(I )+. It is convenient to
define the following R(I )-module
RI (M) =
⊕
i≥0
I˜ i+1M
I i+1M
=
ρ I (M)−1⊕
i=0
I˜ i+1M
I i+1M
Proposition 4.7. Let (A,m) be a local ring, M an A-module and let I be an ideal in A with grade (I,M) > 0. We
have
1. H0R+(L
I (M)) = RI (M).
2. If I is an ideal of definition for M then H0M (L
I (M)) = RI (M).
Proof. Let I = (x1, . . . , xm). Set S = A[X1, . . . , Xm] and R = R(I ). As described in 4.5 consider R as an S-
module. Set a = S+ and n = MS . Since grade (I,M) > 0 we have I˜ nM = I nM for all n  0. So RI (M)n = 0
for all n  0. Therefore RI (M) ⊆ Γa(L I (M)). We claim that Γa(L I (M)) ⊆ RI (M). Let p ∈ Γa(L I (M)) be
homogeneous of degree i . Note that al(p) = 0 implies that I l p ⊆ I l+i+1M . So p ∈ (I l+i+1M : M I l) ⊆ I˜ i+1M .
Therefore p ∈ (RI (M))i . So Γa(L I (M)) ⊆ RI (M). Thus Γa(L I (M)) = RI (M).
Note that in general Γn(L I (M)) ⊆ Γa(L I (M)). So Γn(L I (M)) ⊆ RI (M). If I is an ideal of definition for M
then by 4.6 we may assume I is m-primary. Set q = (I, X1, . . . , Xs)R = I R + a. Then since √q = n we have that
Γq(L I (M)) = Γn(L I (M)). We proveRI (M) ⊆ Γq(L I (M)).
Claim: I sarRI (M) = 0 if s + r ≥ ρ I (M).
If p ∈ I˜ j+1M/I j+1M then ar p ⊆ ˜I j+r+1M/I j+r+1M . Notice
I sar p ⊆
˜I j+r+s+1M + I j+1M
I j+1M
.
If r + s ≥ ρ I (M) we have ˜I j+r+s+1M = I j+r+s+1M ⊆ I j+1M . So I sar p = 0.
Notice ql =∑r+s=l I sar R. Consequently qlRI (M) = 0 if l ≥ ρ I (M). 
5. The first fundamental exact sequence and applications
The natural maps 0→ I nM/I n+1M → M/I n+1M → M/I nM → 0 induce an exact sequence of R(I )-modules
0 −→ G I (M) −→ L I (M) Π−→ L I (M)(−1) −→ 0. (5)
We call (5) the first fundamental exact sequence. An immediate application is to get a upper bound on the Ratliff–Rush
number of M with respect to I . We use (5) also to relate the local cohomology of G I (M) and L I (M). An application
of this relationship is an easy proof of a result of Huckaba and Marley cf., 5.3. Another application is a generalization
of a theorem of Marley cf., 5.7.
First we give an upper bound for ρ I (M).
Theorem 5.1. Let (A,m) be a local ring, M an A-module and let I be an ideal in A with grade (I,M) > 0. We have
ρ I (M) ≤ max{0, a1 (G I (M))+ 1}.
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Proof. Set R = R(I ), a = R(I )+ and a1 = a1(G I (M)). We take local cohomology with respect to a. Set
b0 = end(H0a (L I (M)). Since RI (M) = H0a (L I (M)) (see 4.7) we have ρ I (M) = max{0, b0 + 2}. Using (5) we
have an exact sequence
0 −→ H0a (G I (M)) −→ H0a (L I (M)) −→ H0a (L I (M))(−1)
−→ H1a (G I (M)).
Therefore b0 ≤ a1 − 1. This establishes the assertion of the theorem. 
Proposition 5.2. Let (A,m) be a local ring, M an A-module and let I be an ideal in A with grade (I,M) > 0. Set
R = R(I ) andM =MR the ∗-maximal ideal of R. Then
1. If i ≤ depth M − 1 and H iM(G I (A)) = 0 then H iM(L I (M)) = 0.
2. Let s ≤ depth M − 1. We have
H iM (L
I (M)) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , s iff H iM(G I (M)) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , s.
Proof. If depth M = 0 there is nothing to prove. So assume depth M > 0. Set G = G I (M) and L = L I (M). We use
(5) and the corresponding long exact sequence in local cohomology.
1. If H iM (G) = 0 then we have an injective map H iM (L) −→ H iM (L)(−1). Since i < depth M − 1, H iM (L) is
∗-Artinian. Using Lemma 1.10 we get H iM (L) = 0.
2. Using (5) and the corresponding long exact sequence in local cohomology, it follows that if H iM (L
I (M)) = 0
for 0 ≤ i ≤ s then H iM (G I (M)) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ s. The converse follows from 1. 
An easy application of the previous proposition is the following extension to Rees modules a result, [11, 3.10], of
Huckaba and Marley.
Proposition 5.3. Let (A,m) be a local ring, M an A-module and let I be an ideal in A with grade (I,M) > 0. If
depth G I (M) < depth M then depth R(I,M) = depth G I (M)+ 1.
Proof. Set R = R(I ),M =MR(I ) and s = depth G I (M). Using Proposition 5.2 we get that H iM (L I (M)) is zero for
i < s. Using (5) and the corresponding long exact sequence in local cohomology, it follows that H sM (L
I (M)) 6= 0.
Note that H0M (R(I,M)) = 0. Since s < depth M , it follows from Proposition 4.4 that H iM (R(I,M)) is zero for
1 ≤ i < s + 1 and is non-zero for i = s + 1. So depth R(I,M) = s + 1. 
5.4. A new invariant
For i = 0, . . . , depth M − 1, the modules H i (L I (M)) are ∗-Artinian. We define the following new invariants:
bIi (M) = end
(
H iM (L
I (M))
)
i = 0, . . . , depth M − 1;
bI (M) = max{bIi (M)+ i | 0 ≤ i ≤ depth M − 1}.
Since H i (G I (M)) is ∗-Artinian we can define
a∗i (G I (M)) = end
(
H iM (G I (M))
)
for i ≥ 0; (6)
reg ∗(G I (M)) = max{a∗i (G I (M))+ i | i = 0, . . . , dimM}. (7)
Using (5) we get
bIi (M) ≤ a∗i+1(G I (M))− 1. (8)
Consequently we get
bI (M) ≤ max{0, reg ∗(G I (M))− 2}. (9)
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Recall
ai (G I (M)) = end
(
H iG I (A)+(G I (M))
)
.
Remark 5.5. If I is an ideal of definition for M then a∗i (−) = ai (−) and so reg ∗(−) = reg (−).
5.6
Let I be an ideal in a local ring A. Set G = G I (A) and let s = depth G I (A). If I is m-primary and A is
Cohen–Macaulay; Marley [18, 2.1] shows as(G) < as+1(G). This was generalized to an arbitrary ideal I with
s ≤ grade I − 1 by Hoa [9, 5.2] (also see [25, 6.1]). The same proof goes through for modules. An easy consequence
of our investigations is the following:
Corollary 5.7. Let (A,m) be local, I an ideal and M an A-module with ` = grade (I,M) > 0. Set s = depth G I (M)
and assume s ≤ `− 1. Then a∗s (G I (M)) < a∗s+1(G I (M)).
Remark 5.8. If M = A and if I is not m-primary then this result is different from Hoa’s generalization.
Proof of Corollary 5.7. For i ≥ 0, set a∗i = a∗i (G I (M)) and bi = bIi (M). By Proposition 5.2 we get that
H i (G I (M)) = H i (L I (M)) = 0 for i < s.
Using (5) and the corresponding long exact sequence in local cohomology we get a∗s ≤ bs . Also by (8) we get
bs ≤ a∗s+1 − 1. So we have a∗s < a∗s+1. 
6. The second fundamental exact sequence and applications
One of the advantages of L I (M) is that it behaves well with respect to superficial sequences. In this section I is an
ideal of definition of M . Let x be M-superficial with respect to I and set N = M/xM and u = xt ∈ R(I )1. Notice
L I (M)/uL I (M) = L I (N ). This essentially yields an exact sequence (see (10)) which we call the second fundamental
exact sequence. Taking local cohomology of (10) we get an extension of (2) which was one of the motivations for this
paper. We also prove that for i = 0, 1, . . . depth M − 1 the function n 7→ λ(H iM(L I (M))n) is polynomial for n  0.
6.1. Setup
Let I = (x1, . . . , xm) in A be an ideal of definition for M . We assume depth M ≥ 2. Set S = A[X1, . . . , Xm] and
consider R(I ) as a quotient ring of S (see 4.5). Set M = MS . Throughout we take local cohomology with respect
toM. We denote H iM(−) by H i (−).
6.2. The second fundamental exact sequence
Let x be M-superficial with respect to I . There exists ci ∈ A such that x = ∑si=1 ci xi . Set X = ∑li=s ci X i and
N = M/xM .
For each n ≥ 1 we have the following exact sequence of A-modules:
0 −→ I
n+1M : x
I nM
−→ M
I nM
ψn−→ M
I n+1M
−→ N
I n+1N
−→ 0,
where ψn(m + I nM) = xm + I n+1M .
This sequence induces an exact sequence of R(I )-modules (and so of S-modules):
0 −→ B I (x,M) −→ L I (M)(−1) ΨX−−→ L I (M) ρ−→ L I (N ) −→ 0, (10)
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where ΨX is left multiplication by X and
B I (x,M) =
⊕
n≥0
(I n+1M : M x)
I nM
.
We call (10) the second fundamental exact sequence.
6.3
The exact sequence below connects the local cohomology of L I (M) and L I (N ).
0 −→ B I (x,M) −→ H0(L I (M))(−1) −→ H0(L I (M)) −→ H0(L I (N ))
−→ H1(L I (M))(−1) −→ H1(L I (M)) −→ H1(L I (N ))
· · · · · ·
−→ H i (L I (M))(−1) −→ H i (L I (M)) −→ H i (L I (N )) · · · (11)
To see this break (10) into two short exact sequences. Since I is an ideal of definition of M we get that B I (x,M) has
finite length. The result follows using a standard trick. Notice if we take nth degree of top row of (11) we recover (2).
Next we prove a crucial theorem of this paper.
Theorem 6.4. Let (A,m) be a local ring, M an A-module and I an ideal. For 0 ≤ i ≤ depth M − 1 we have
1. The modules H i (L I (M)) are ∗-Artinian.
2. If I is an ideal of definition for M then
a. H i (L I (M))n has finite length for all n ∈ Z.
b. λ(H i (L I (M))n) coincides with a polynomial for all n  0.
Proof. Proposition 4.4 implies 1. We prove 2.a. by induction on depth M . By 4.6 we may assume that the residue
field of A is infinite. When depth M = 1, Proposition 4.7 implies the result. Assume the result for modules with
depth l. We prove when depth M = l + 1. Let x be M-superficial with respect to I . Set N = M/xM . By 1. the
R(I )-modules H i (L I (M)) are ∗-Artinian for 0 ≤ i ≤ l. So bi = end(H i (L I (M))) < ∞. By induction hypothesis,
for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, the A-module H i (L I (N )) j has finite length for all j ∈ Z. Fix i with 1 ≤ i ≤ l. We prove by
induction on m that H i (L I (M))bi−m has finite length for all m ≥ 0. When m = 0 we use a part of (11)
H i−1(L I (N ))bi+1 −→ H i (L I (M))bi −→ H i (L I (M))bi+1 = 0.
So H i (L I (M))bi has finite length. Assume the result for m = c. We prove it for m = c + 1. We use a part of (11)
H i−1(L I (N ))bi−c −→ H i (L I (M))bi−c−1 −→ H i (L I (M))bi−c.
Since H i−1(L I (N ))bi−c and H i (L I (M))bi−c have finite length it follows that
H i (L I (M))bi−c−1 has finite length. Thus we have shown that H i (L I (M)) j has finite length for all j ∈ Z and
i = 1, . . . , l − 1. The case i = 0 is taken care by Proposition 4.7.
2.b. By 4.6 we may assume I is m-primary. Set G = G I (A) and L = L I (M). Note that H i (G I (M)) is ∗-Artinian
G-module for all i ≥ 0. We use (5) and the corresponding long exact sequence in cohomology to get
H i (G I (M))
ui−→ H i (L)→ H i (L(−1)) δi−→ H i+1(G I (M)). (Ď)
Set Di = image(ui ) and E i = image(δi ). Clearly Di , E i are ∗-Artinian G-modules and therefore by 3.1, λ(Din) and
λ(E in) are polynomials for all n  0. Using Ď we get
λ
(
H i (L)n
)
− λ
(
H i (L)n−1
)
= λ
(
Din
)
− λ
(
E in
)
for i = 0, . . . , depth M − 1. It follows that λ(H i (L)n) is polynomial for n  0. 
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7. Powers of I
G I (M) does not behave well with respect to to the Veronese functor. However L I (M)(−1) does behave well (see
(12)). Using this fact and 5.2 we are able to prove a few results regarding asymptotic behavior ofG I n (M). First we give
an alternate proof of a result of Huckaba and Huneke regarding normal ideals. As an another application we extend
a result of Elias to modules (in the case λ(M/I M) is finite) and prove that depth G I n (M) is constant for all n  0.
We denote this number by ξI (M). We give an example of a Cohen–Macaulay local ring Ar of dimension d = r + s
(here r ≥ 1, s ≥ 1) and anm-primary ideal I with ξI (A) = r (see 7.12). For some curious applications see 7.10, 7.11.
Finally we prove that if G I n (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for some n then G I (M) is generalized Cohen–Macaulay.
7.1
It is easy to see that R(I l) = R(I )〈l〉. We also have
L I
l
(M)(−1) =
⊕
n≥0
M
I nlM
= L I (M)(−1)〈l〉. (12)
7.2
Recall that local cohomology commutes with the Veronese functor (cf. 3.3). As an application we give another
proof of [10, 3.8].
Theorem 7.3. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with depth s ≥ 2. Let I be an m-primary asymptotically normal
ideal. Then depth G I n (A) ≥ 2 for all n  0. If I is normal then depth G I n (A) ≥ 2 for all n ≥ max{1, reg (G I (A))}.
Proof. Set u = max{bI0(A), bI1(A)} + 2. It can be easily verified that for i = 0, 1 and l ≥ u
end
(
H i (L I
l
(A)(−1))
)
= end
(
H i (L I (A)(−1)〈l〉)
)
≤ 0. (*)
Set v = min{m | I n is integrally closed for all n ≥ m}. Fix l ≥ max{u, v}. Set K = I l . Using 1.4(ii).b we may
assume there exists x ∈ K such that the B = A/(x) ideal J = K/(x) is integrally closed. Using (*) we get that
end(H i (LK (A))) ≤ −1 for i = 0, 1 and so by (11)
end(H0(LK (B))) ≤ 0.
Notice H0(LK (B))0 = J˜/J = 0 since J is integrally closed. Thus H0(LK (B)) = 0. By Proposition 5.2.2 we get
that depth GK (B) ≥ 1 and so by Sally descent we get depth GK (A) ≥ 2.
If I is normal then v = 1. Also by (9) we have u ≤ max{reg (G I (A)), 0}. Thus if l ≥ max{1, reg (G I (A))} then
depth G I l (A) ≥ 2. 
Definition 7.4. Let M be an A-module of depth s ≥ 1. Let I be an ideal of definition for M . Set L = L I (M) for
i = 0, . . . , s − 1.
ξI (M) := min
0≤i≤s−1{i | H
i (L)−1 6= 0 or λ(H i (L)) = ∞}.
ampI (M) := max{|n| | H i (L)n−1 6= 0 for i = 0, . . . , ξI (M)− 1}.
Since λ(H0(L)) is finite and since H0(L)−1 = 0 we get ξI (M) ≥ 1. The reason for calling the first constant above,
ξI (M), is the following theorem.
Theorem 7.5. Let (A,m) be local and M a A-module of depth s ≥ 1. Let I be an ideal of definition for M. We have
depth G I l (M) = ξI (M) for all l > ampI (M).
As a corollary we immediately get
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Corollary 7.6. Let (A,m) be local and M an A-module. Let I be an ideal of definition for M. We have
depth G I n (M) = constant for all n  0.
Proof. Notice
l = depth M ≥ max
n≥1
{depth G I n (M)}.
If l = 0 then depth G I n (M) = 0 for all n ≥ 1. If l ≥ 1 the result follows from Theorem 7.5. 
Proof of Theorem 7.5. Set E i = H i (L I (M)(−1)) for i = 0, . . . , r − 1. Set u = ξI (M). Notice Fix l > ampI (M).
For i = 0, . . . , u − 1 notice (E i )〈l〉 = 0. So we have H i (L I l (M)(−1)) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , u − 1. Therefore by
Proposition 5.2 we have depth G I l (M) ≥ u.
Suppose if possible depth G I l (M) > u. Note depth M > u. Since H
u(L I
l
(M)(−1)) = 0 we have Eu0 = 0 and
Eunl = 0 for all n ∈ Z. By Theorem 6.4, λ(Eun ) is polynomial for all n  0. Since E snl = 0 for all n ≤ −1, we
get Eun = 0 for all n  0. As Eu is ∗-Artinian, Eun = 0 for all n  0. Therefore λ(Eu) is finite. This implies
ξI (M) ≥ u + 1, a contradiction. Thus depth G I l (M) = u. 
Remark 7.7. If for some l ≥ 1 we have depth G I l (M) = u then depth G I nl (M) ≥ u for all n ≥ 1. Thus ξI (M) ≥ u.
In particular if G I l (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for some l then ξI (M) = r i.e. G I n (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for all n  0.
Proposition 7.8. Let (A,m) be local, Let M be a Cohen–Macaulay A-module of dimension r and let I be an ideal of
definition for M. If G I n (M) is Cohen–Macaulay for some n ≥ 1 then G I (M) is generalized Cohen–Macaulay.
Proof. By Remark 7.7 we get ξI (M) = r . Therefore H i (L I (M)) has finite length for all i = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1.
Using (5) and the corresponding long exact sequence in cohomology, we get that H i (G I (M)) has finite length for all
i = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1. So G I (M) is generalized Cohen–Macaulay. 
We first prove the following general result.
Proposition 7.9. Let A be local, M an A-module and let I be an ideal of definition for M. Suppose depth M ≥ 2. Let
x ∈ I be M-superficial with respect to I . Set N = M/xM. If I˜ M = I M and I˜ N 6= I N then ξI (M) = 1.
Proof. Using (11) it follows that H1(L I (M)(−1))0 6= 0. So by definition we get ξI (M) ≤ 1. However ξI (M) ≥ 1
always. Therefore ξI (M) = 1. 
An easy corollary of Proposition 7.9 is the following
Proposition 7.10. Let (A,m) be a local ring with depth A ≥ 2. Let I be an m-primary Ratliff–Rush closed ideal and
assume that depth G I n (A) ≥ 2. If x is A-superficial with respect to I then I/(x) is a Ratliff–Rush closed ideal. 
Using Theorem 7.3 and Proposition 7.10 we immediately get:
Corollary 7.11. Let (A,m) be a local ring with depth A ≥ 2. Let I be an m-primary Ratliff–Rush closed ideal and
assume that I is asymptotically normal. If x is A-superficial with respect to I then I/(x) is a Ratliff–Rush closed
ideal. 
Proposition 7.9 above gave me an idea for the following example of a Cohen–Macaulay local ring A of dimension
d = r + s with r ≥ 1, s ≥ 1 and I an m-primary ideal with ξI (A) = r .
Example 7.12. Let (A0,m0) be a Cohen–Macaulay local ring of dimension s ≥ 1. Let l ≥ 0 and let a0 be an
m0-primary ideal with a˜m0 6= am0 for m = 1, . . . , l + 1. Let r be an integer with 1 ≤ r ≤ l. Set Ar =
A0[X1, . . . , Xr ](m 0,X1,...,Xr ) and mr = (m0, X1, . . . , Xr ). Note that Ar is Cohen–Macaulay of dimension d = r + s
and ar = (a0, X1, . . . , Xr ) is mr -primary. Notice Ga r (Ar ) = Ga 0(A0)[X∗1, . . . , X∗r ]. We claim ξa r (Ar ) = r .
Proof of the claim. For each i = 0, . . . , r set Ai = A0[X1, . . . , X i ](m 0,X1,...,X i ) and ai = (a0, X1, . . . , X i ). Notice
that for i = 0, . . . , r − 1, the ring Ai is a quotient of Ar and ar Ai = ai . Set L(Ai ) = La i (Ai ) = La r (Ai ). If i ≥ 1
then X∗1, . . . , X∗i is a Ga r (Ai ) regular sequence and so by Proposition 5.2 we get
H j (L(Ai )) = 0 for 0 ≤ j ≤ i − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ r. (13)
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We prove for i ≥ 0,
H i (L(Ai ))n 6= 0 when − i ≤ n ≤ l − i. (14)
If we prove (14) then we have H r (L(Ar ))−1 6= 0. So by (13) and Theorem 7.5 we get ξar (Ar ) = r . We prove (14) by
induction on i . If i = 0 then H0(L(A0))n = a˜n+10 /an+10 6= 0 for 0 ≤ n ≤ l by hypotheses on a0. We assume (14) if
i = p − 1 ≥ 0 and prove it for i = p. Using (13) and (11) we get an exact sequence
0 −→ H p−1(L(Ap−1)) −→ H p(L(Ap))(−1). (15)
By induction hypothesis H p−1(L(Ap−1))n 6= 0 for−(p−1) ≤ n ≤ l− (p−1). Using (15) we get H p(L(Ap))n 6= 0
for −p ≤ n ≤ l − p. So (14) holds for i = p. This proves (14) and as discussed before it implies ξar (Ar ) = r .
Next we give an example of a Cohen–Macaulay local ring (A,m) of dimension 2 such that Gm(A) is not
generalised Cohen–Macaulay. In view of Proposition 7.8 this implies ξm(A) = 1. The author thanks Prof N.V. Trung
for this example.
Example 7.13. Let A = Q[[s4, s3t, s5t3, t4]]. Using CoCoA [5] we get A ∼= Q[[x, y, z, w]]/q where q =
(−x2w + yz,−y3 + xz, xy2w − z2). So Gm(A) ∼= Q[X, Y, Z ,W ]/q∗ where q∗ = (−Z2, Y Z , X Z ,−Y 4 + X3W ).
Set R = Q[X, Y, Z ,W ]. Using Singular [7] we get dimExt3R(Gm(A), R) = 1. From graded local duality [4, 3.6.19]
it follows that H1(Gm(A)) does not have finite length.
Remark 7.14. We do not have an example of a Cohen–Macaulay local ring of dimension 2 such that Gm(A) is
generalized Cohen–Macaulay but ξm(A) = 1.
8. An observation
In this section we give a criterion for the vanishing of H i (L I (M))n , the nth graded component of H i (L I (M)). It
is essentially an observation (but a non-obvious one!).
8.1
In this section we assume I = (x1, . . . , xm) is an ideal of definition for M and depth M > 0. Let x be M-superficial
with respect to I . There exists ci ∈ A such that x = ∑mi=1 ci xi . Set X = ∑mi=1 ci X i ∈ S = A[X1, . . . , Xm] and
N = M/xM . We have the following commutative diagram:
L I (M)
Π //
Ψx
$$JJ
JJJ
JJJ
JJJ
JJJ
L I (M)(−1)
ΨX

L I (M)
Notice Ψx is multiplication by x (we consider x as a degree zero element in S).
8.2
Since H i (−) is a functor we have the following commutative diagram:
H i
(
L I (M)
) H i (Π ) //
H i (Ψx )
&&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NN
H i
(
L I (M)(−1))
H i (ΨX )

H i
(
L I (M)
)
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Notice that H i (Ψx ) : H i (L I (M)) → H i (L I (M)) is just multiplication by x in each degree. The following
observation is central to all further results.
Observation 8.3 (With Hypotheses as in 8.1). Suppose for some n and some i with 0 ≤ i ≤ depth M − 1 the maps
H i (Π )n : H i
(
L I (M)
)
n
−→ H i
(
L I (M)
)
n−1 and
H i (ΨX )n : H i
(
L I (M)
)
n−1 −→ H
i
(
L I (M)
)
n
are injective.
Then H i (L I (M))n = 0.
Proof. Using 8.2 we get that H i (Ψx )n : H i (L I (M))n → H i (L I (M))n is injective. Since λ(H i (L I (M))n) is finite we
get that H i (Ψx )n is an isomorphism. Therefore H i (L I (M))n = xH i (L I (M))n . So H i (L I (M))n = 0 by Nakayama’s
lemma. 
9. A criterion for ξI (M) ≥ 2
In this section we prove our main result (Theorem 9.3). The crucial information is in H1(L I (M))−1. In
Proposition 9.2 we prove that vanishing of this module is equivalent to showing ξI (M) ≥ 2.
9.1
Using Theorem 7.5 and Proposition 4.7.2 we get ξI (M) ≥ 2 if and only if
H1
(
L I (M)
)
−1 = 0 and λ
(
H1(L I (M))
)
<∞.
By using the first of these conditions we were able to construct examples with ξI (M) = 1. However we need a slightly
different criterion if we want to show ξI (M) ≥ 2. We do this in the following:
Proposition 9.2. Let (A,m) be local and let M be a finitely generated A-module with depth M ≥ 2. Let I be an ideal
of definition for M. The following are equivalent:
1. ξI (M) ≥ 2.
2. H1(L I (M))−1 = 0.
3. H1(L I (M))n = 0 for all n < 0.
4. H1(G I (M))−1 = 0.
Proof. Using 1.4 and 4.6 we may assume that the residue field of A is infinite. Let x be M-superficial with respect
to I . There exists ci ∈ A such that x =∑mi=1 ci xi . Set X =∑mi=1 ci X i ∈ A[X1, . . . , Xm] and N = M/xM .
1. =⇒ 2. This is clear from 9.1.
2. =⇒ 3. To see this we use part of (11),
H0
(
L I (N )
)
n
−→ H1
(
L I (M)
)
n−1
H1(ΨX )n−−−−−→ H1
(
L I (M)
)
n
−→ . (*)
Since H0(L I (N ))n = 0 for n < 0 we get that
if H1
(
L I (M)
)
−1 = 0 then H
1
(
L I (M)
)
n
= 0 for all n < 0.
3. =⇒ 1. This follows from 9.1 and the fact that λ(H1(L I (M))n) is finite for all n and H1(L I (M))n = 0 for all
n  0. Thus the conditions 1., 2. and 3. are equivalent.
2. =⇒ 4. Set L = L I (M). We use part of the long exact sequence corresponding to (5),
H0 (L)n−1 → H1 (G I (M))n → H1 (L)n H
1(Π )n−−−−−→ H1 (L)n−1 . (**)
Since H0(L)−2 = 0 we get the result.
4. =⇒ 2. If H1(G I (M))−1 = 0 then using (**) we get H1(Π )−1 is injective. Since H0(L I (N ))−1 = 0 we get by
(*) that H1(ΨX )−1 is injective. So by 8.3 we get H1(L I (M))−1 = 0. 
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In general one cannot compute H1(G I (M)). However we have the following noteworthy special case:
Theorem 9.3. Let (A,m) be a Noetherian local ring with depth ≥ 2 and residue field k. Let Gm(A) = R/q, where
R = k[X1, . . . , Xs]. Then
Exts−1R (Gm(A), R)−(s−1) = 0 if an only if depth Gmn (A) ≥ 2 for all n  0.
Proof. Set G = Gm(A). Notice R is ∗-complete and R(−s) is the ∗-canonical module of R cf. [4, 3.6.15]. Using the
local duality theorem for graded modules [4, 3.6.19] we get a homogeneous isomorphism
H1(G)∨ ∼= Exts−1R (G, R(−s)) .
For any graded R-module E we have (E∨)i = Homk(E−i , k) [4, Section 3.6]. Notice
λ
(
H1(G)−1
)
= λ
(
H1(G)∨1
)
= λ
(
Exts−1R (G, R(−s))1
)
= λ
(
Exts−1R (G, R)−(s−1)
)
.
The result follows by using Proposition 9.2. 
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